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CAR-CAM-STO

Home Choice Home Choice Cambridge Stone Cream Twist Pile Carpet 11mm
Add a touch of luxury to your home and invest in the beautiful heritage of the Home Choice Cambridge Twist Pile Carpet range.
Boasting a smooth and practical twist pile which is perfect for those high traffic areas, such as your hallway, as there’s no sign of
footprints. Made from a stain-resistant 100% polypropylene with a combi-backing, which increases the strength and flexibility of the
carpet, making for a remarkably durable floor. The entire range comes in a 11mm thickness for you to sink into plus a toasty 1.47 TOG
rating, keeping you warm from head to toe. Suitable for heavy domestic and moderate commercial use and backed with a 10-year
residential warranty for your peace of mind.
Invest in the sumptuous Cambridge Stone Cream carpet that’s guaranteed to last you through the ages. This neutral muted greige
colour will work beautifully with a whole host of interiors, so no matter your personal style or desired colour palette, you can easily
create the look you’re after. Perfectly suited for any high traffic areas such as your hallway, stairs or landing, this twist pile carpet is
equipped for everyday living.

Product Details

Technical

Code:

CAR-CAM-STO

Gauge:

1/10

Brand:

Home Choice

Tog:

1.47

Construction:

Twist

Technical Class:

Class 23 Heavy Domestic,
Class 31 Moderate Commercial

Material:

100% Polypropylene

Fire Classification:

Efl s1

Pile Height (mm):

8mm

Hot metal nut test:

High Radius of Char

Thickness:

11mm

Pile Weight:

1175g

Ply:

2-Ply

Tuft per m2:

131234

Backing:

Combi-Back

Underlay Recommendation:

Minimum 8mm underlay
recommended

Suitability:

Bedroom, Dining Room, Hallway,
Lounge, Stairs heavy use

Moth Protection:

Yes

Stain Protection:

Yes

Over floor heating:

Yes, Water Systems up to 27°C
and check with the manufacturer
before installation
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Warranty
Residential:

10 year
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